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ABSTRACT
Scratch users often struggle to detect and correct ‘code smells’ (bad programming practices) such
as duplicated blocks and large scripts, which can make programs difficult to understand and debug.
These ‘smells’ can be caused by a lack of abstraction, a skill that plays a key role in computer science
and computational thinking. We created Pirate Plunder, a novel educational block-based programming
game, that aims to teach children to reduce smells by reusing code in Scratch. This work describes an
experimental study designed to measure the efficacy of Pirate Plunder with children aged 10 and 11.
The findings were that children who played the game were then able to use custom blocks (procedures)
to reuse code in Scratch, compared to non-programming and programming control groups.
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INTRODUCTION
Computer science is becoming widespread in both primary and secondary education (ages 5 to 16)
worldwide [6]. It is being pushed by both policymakers [e.g. 14] and the technology industry [3] in
order to produce ‘digital citizens’ for an increasingly IT-based global economy. The lives of today’s
children will be greatly influenced by computing, both in the home and at work.
One of the main arguments behind teaching computer science to children is that the ‘computational
thinking’ skills developed through programming are useful in a wider context [16]. Current definitions
of computational thinking involve working at multiple levels of abstraction, writing algorithms,
understanding flow control, recognising patterns and decomposing problems [e.g. 12].
A variety of block-based programming tools have been created to help teach programming to
children. Scratch is one of the most widely-used of these tools. It is a block-based visual programming
environment that can be used to create stories, animations and games. We described the design of a
novel educational programming game, Pirate Plunder, in an earlier work [11]. The game aims to teach
players how to reuse code in Scratch using repeat blocks (loops), custom blocks (parametrised procedures) and clones (instances of sprites). Using these blocks correctly involves abstracting duplicated
functionality into reusable program components.
This work describes an experimental study designed to measure the efficacy of Pirate Plunder. We
start with a summary of the background and rationale for the game, then explain the methodology
before moving on to the results and discussion.
BACKGROUND
Scratch
Block-based programming tools (e.g. Scratch) are now widely-used to teach programming, particularly
in primary education (5 to 11 years old). This is because they allow novices to program without
learning syntax or memorising commands, unlike text-based tools.
Scratch (Figure 1) is designed for children aged 8 and above. It encourages a constructionist [9]
bottom-up approach, where solutions are unplanned and created mostly through exploration. However,
this approach can result in bad programming practices (known as ‘code smells’) because software
engineering concepts like code reuse are not formally introduced. Examples of code smells in Scratch
include large scripts, dead blocks (not attached to an event block) and duplicated blocks [7]. These
problems are not helped by the limited computer science teaching expertise in primary education.
Figure 1: A Scratch project that does not
use abstraction techniques.

Code Smells & Abstraction
A code smell is a surface indication in a program that usually corresponds to a deeper problem,
for example, duplicated code, long methods and long parameter lists [5]. These ‘smells’ can make

Figure 2: A Scratch project that uses abstraction techniques.

programs difficult to understand, debug and maintain, even in Scratch [7]. Furthermore, there are
suggestions that novice programmers “prone to introducing some smells do so even as they gain
experience” [13, p. 10], meaning that children should be taught to detect and correct code smells early.
The concept of abstraction is the main tenet of computational thinking [16] and is key in computer
science, yet it is difficult to teach to novices [2]. Abstractions are used by computer scientists to arrange
programs using reusable components, such as procedures and classes. These are often used when
refactoring (or restructuring) existing code, for example creating or editing procedures to generalise
duplicated functionality.
In Scratch, block and sprite duplication and script size can be reduced using repeat blocks (loops),
custom blocks (parameterised procedures) and clones (instances of sprites), yet the latter two are rarely
used [1]. An example of this is shown in Figure 2, which produces the same result as Figure 1 but uses a
custom block and cloning of the lamppost sprite. Dr. Scratch [8] is a tool for measuring computational
thinking in Scratch projects. It measures abstraction and decomposition skills through the use of
multiple scripts in multiple sprites (decomposition), custom blocks and clones (both abstraction).
Pirate Plunder

Figure 3: A Pirate Plunder level that requires a custom block with two inputs (parameters) and cannonball sprite cloning.

Pirate Plunder (Figure 3) is a novel educational block-based programming game designed for children
aged 9 and above. It aims to teach code reuse using loops (repeat blocks), parameterised procedures
(custom blocks) and instances (clones) in a game-based Scratch-like setting. Players use Scratch blocks
to program a pirate ship to navigate around a grid, collect items and interact with obstacles. Players
progress through a difficulty progression that forces them to duplicate code before introducing a
strategy or block (loops, procedures or instances) to remove this duplication through code reuse in
future levels. This concept is introduced solely through the game, with researchers and teachers only
giving support to individual players when necessary. We discuss the design of Pirate Plunder and
how it supports teaching abstraction in more detail in earlier work [11].
METHODOLOGY
Participants
The participants were 91 children (45 male and 46 female) aged between 10 and 11 (M = 10.58, SD =
.32) from a large primary school in the north of England.
Procedure

Figure 4: The step-by-step process of the
study procedure.

In this work, we report the pre-to-mid-test results obtained as part of a larger study. The participants
were assigned to three conditions after the pre-test and each given a 6-hour teaching intervention over
4 weeks of either Pirate Plunder, spreadsheets (non-programming control) or Scratch (programming

control) (Figure 4). The control groups were active to make them more comparable in terms of
researcher contact during the training period and to reduce motivational differences between groups.
Materials
Other than the Pirate Plunder game, the study used three assessments to measure participants’ use
of custom blocks and clones in Scratch, a computational thinking test and two 6-lesson ICT curricula:

Figure 5: A starter project for the Scratch
baseline task.

Scratch Baseline Task. At pre-test, participants were asked to complete a programming task in Scratch
that involved animating an object around the sides of a rectangle and leaving another object on
each corner (Figure 5 shows one of the starter projects). This was designed to allow participants to
demonstrate their Scratch proficiency, but also to let them use custom blocks and clones if they were
able because the solutions often involved block and sprite duplication. Participants were given 40
minutes for both this and the Scratch challenge.
Scratch Challenge. At post-test, participants were asked to reduce the block count in an existing
Scratch project that contained both duplicated blocks and sprites (the project in Figure 1). The project
involved animating an object around a map and having it leave an item on each corner (the ideal
solution would use custom blocks and clones as seen in Figure 2). We then conducted artifact-based
interviews [4] for the Pirate Plunder group to see if participants had understood the rationale behind
their solutions and if they could explain this in contexts outside Pirate Plunder.
Scratch Abstraction Test. At post-test, participants were given a 10-question multiple-choice assessment
designed by the first author on correctly using custom blocks and clones in Scratch (Figure 6 shows a
sample question).
Computational Thinking Test. The CTt [10] was used at pre-and post-test to measure participant
computational thinking ability. It contains 28 multiple-choice questions that use visual arrows or
blocks common in educational programming tools.
Control Group Activities. The control activities were age-appropriate 6-week curricula produced by an
educational resources company [15]. These involved creating animations in Scratch (without custom
blocks or clones) and using spreadsheets for data entry, basic analysis, sorting and graphs.
Hypotheses

Figure 6: A sample question from the
Scratch abstraction test.

We hypothesised that the Pirate Plunder group would achieve better results on both the Scratch
challenge and the Scratch abstraction test in comparison to the control groups. Secondly, that the
Pirate Plunder group would improve on the CTt in comparison to the non-programming control group,
who were not doing explicit computational thinking (in line with the literature) during their activity.

RESULTS
Scratch Challenge
The finished Scratch projects were analysed using Dr. Scratch for use of abstraction and decomposition;
1 point for using multiple scripts in multiple sprites (the starter project achieved this), 2 points for using
custom blocks, and 3 points for using clones. Figure 7 shows the mean learning gains between the
Scratch baseline task (pre-test) and Scratch challenge projects (post-test) for each group. A one-way
ANOVA showed a significant difference in learning gains between the three groups (F (2, 79) = 12.9, p
< .001, ηp2 = .25), with the Pirate Plunder group (M = 0.76, SD = 0.88) improving significantly compared
to both controls (non-programming: M = 0.17, SD = 0.54 and programming: M = -0.11, SD = 0.42).
Scratch Abstraction Test
Figure 7: Dr. Scratch abstraction and decomposition learning gains between preand post-test.

There was a significant difference in the Scratch Abstraction Test scores between the three groups
(F (2, 80) = 11.64, p < .001, ηp2 = .23). The Pirate Plunder group scored significantly higher (M = 5.21, SD
= 1.4) than both the non-programming control (M = 3.58, SD = 1.86) and the programming control (M
= 3.45, SD = 1.3) (Figure 8).
Computational Thinking Test
There was a significant difference in the CTt learning gains between the three groups (F (2, 84) =
3.72, p = .028, ηp2 = .081) (Figure 9), with the only significant pairwise comparison between the Pirate
Plunder group (M = 3.07, SD = 3.22) and the non-programming control (M = .20, SD = 5.1); t(55) = -2.87,
p = .015, d = 0.67.
DISCUSSION

Figure 8: Scratch Abstraction Test scores at
post-test.

The results of both the Scratch Challenge and Scratch Abstraction Test indicate that Pirate Plunder
is effective in teaching children to reuse code using custom blocks and clones in Scratch, compared
to a programming (Scratch) and a non-programming (spreadsheet) activity. The mean Dr. Scratch
abstraction and decomposition score of 1.82 (SD = .61) for the Pirate Plunder group shows that most
participants used custom blocks in the Scratch challenge at post-test (20/28).
The artifact-based interviews suggested that higher-scoring participants could apply the concept
of code reuse to other situations in Scratch, but lower-scoring participants struggled to separate
the use of custom blocks and clones from the context of Pirate Plunder, even if they had used them
successfully in the Scratch challenge.
The CTt results suggest that Pirate Plunder improves computational thinking compared to a nonprogramming curriculum, but not compared to the programming curriculum that involves some
computational thinking, as hypothesised.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that Pirate Plunder is effective in teaching children to
reduce code smells (duplication and long scripts) in Scratch using repeat blocks, custom blocks and
clones (to some extent). The next step is to analyse the data from the full study, both the assessment
tasks and Pirate Plunder itself, to provide a more detailed explanation of why and how it is effective.
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